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Summer of 1995 was a year for the record books in Hermiston, a small farming community in Oregon famous for its watermelons.¹ Those old enough for memories will not forget the major hailstorm that hit. It was brief, only fifteen minutes, and left no fatalities.² But the local crops were a complete loss, most notably the famous watermelons, and damages were in the tens of millions of dollars.³ The storm was significant enough to cause many small family farms to go under. Fifth-generation farmer Brian Wolfe lost all his crops in fifteen minutes. In his words:

[W]e had that catastrophic event, and it was life-changing. I went from operating a farm of—being [sic] able to take some risk . . . to minimizing the risk. So after that, I didn’t raise any more potatoes, myself. . . . And some of those other high-expensive crops that you can, if you get it you can do pretty good, and if you don’t, why, there’s always next year, but I didn’t feel like I had next year.

. . . [I]t changed the way I operated ‘til up to today’s times.⁴

Natural disasters hit farms hard.⁵ With a commodity that relies on weather to succeed, a natural disaster can be devastating. In the United States, agricultural losses from disasters in 2017 were estimated at around $5.7 billion.⁶ Approximately 53% of the nation’s

3. See Oregon’s Top 10 Weather Events of the 1900s, supra note 1.
5. For the purposes of this Note I will use the USDA definition of farm: “A farm is defined as any place from which $1,000 or more of agricultural products were produced and sold, or normally would have been sold, during the year.” Glossary, ECON. RESEARCH SERV., https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/farm-economy/farm-household-well-being/glossary/#farm (last updated Nov. 30, 2018). “Agricultural products’ means agricultural, horticultural, viticultural, and dairy products, livestock and the products thereof, the products of poultry and bee raising, the edible products of forestry, and any and all products raised or produced on farms and processed or manufactured products thereof, transported or intended to be transported in interstate and/or foreign commerce.” 7 U.S.C.A. § 451 (West 2018).
sugar production was affected by natural disasters.\textsuperscript{7} Puerto Rico lost approximately 80\% of its crop value. The island also suffered an estimated $1.8 billion in losses to its critical agricultural infrastructure.\textsuperscript{8} Although 2017 was a record year for natural disasters, the estimate is useful to highlight how much agriculture is affected by natural disasters.

Farmers are well aware of their reliance on weather and the lasting impact of natural disasters\textsuperscript{9} on their livelihood, but most lawmakers do not understand the significant consequences of disasters on farmers’ lives. There is minimal government disaster aid for farmers after disasters.\textsuperscript{10} The majority of states have no programs in place to protect farmers after disasters, so existing financial support is federally funded.\textsuperscript{11} Federal Crop Insurance (FCI) and federal disaster relief bills, the main options, do not adequately cover the losses.\textsuperscript{12} For example, of the $81 billion in emergency funds approved in December 2017 by the House to provide relief after Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria, as well as various 2017 wildfires, only $2.6 billion was reserved for losses to the agricultural sector.\textsuperscript{13} This amounts to less than half of estimated damages. Some farmers may have financial help if insured under

\textsuperscript{7} Id.\textsuperscript{8} Id. (estimating the value of damaged storage facilities, irrigation systems, fences, and other agricultural infrastructure).\textsuperscript{9} For the purposes of this Note, natural disasters is defined by the FEMA standard set in the Stafford Act for major disasters, namely, “any natural catastrophe (including any hurricane, tornado, storm, high water, wind-driven water, tidal wave, tsunami, earthquake, volcanic eruption, landslide, mudslide, storm surge, or drought), or, regardless of cause, any fire, flood, or explosion, in any part of the United States, which in the determination of the President causes damage of sufficient severity and magnitude to warrant major disaster assistance under the Stafford Act to supplement the efforts and available resources of States, local governments, and disaster relief organizations in alleviating the damage, loss, hardship, or suffering caused thereby.” 42 U.S.C.A. § 5122 (West 2018); see also 6 U.S.C.A. § 313 (West 2018).\textsuperscript{10} See infra Part I.\textsuperscript{11} See, e.g., UTAH CODE ANN. § 53-2a (West 2018) (Emergency Management Act, providing no disaster relief for farms in emergency response statutes); Farmer Resource Network Online Directory, FARM AID, https://www.farmaid.org/our-work/resources-for-farmers/farmer-resource-network/ (last visited Sept. 14, 2018). Extensive searching in state codes and Farm Aid’s online disaster search tool yielded no results for state-funded programs.\textsuperscript{12} See infra Part I.\textsuperscript{13} H.R. 4667, 115th Cong. (2017).
federal programs, but coverage is limited, and damages can cause years of financial loss.  

Natural disasters affect small family farms differently than large corporate farms. Financial losses from disasters can be absorbed by large corporate farms because they can more easily distribute risk. Unfortunately, small family farms often fall by the wayside. On small family farms the “operator and family provide[] over half the labor, management, and equity capital.” These farms typically engage in more “localized, small-scale, agricultural operations.” The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) divides small family farms into three main groups: (1) farms with an operator who has a primary occupation other than farming; (2) farms with an operator whose primary occupation is farming (these include farms of low sales, less than $150,000, and moderate sales, $150,000 to $349,000); and (3) retirement farms. Within the context of this Note, small family farms generally refers to the second type, those with gross cash farm income less than $350,000 per year. This category of farms comprises 90% of all U.S. farms. These are high-risk ventures. Typically, farmers go into debt in the spring for a payoff in the fall. They operate with small profit margins that are susceptible to significant loss from a variety of factors, including natural disasters.

---


Corporate farms are better equipped to survive natural disasters than small family farms. Corporate farms are large-scale farming operations that engage in corporate practices such as vertical integration, factory farming, factory production, and “other practices consistent with corporate culture.” These operations tend to have higher profits and returns because they produce mass quantities, thus lowering overall production costs per outcome unit. As a recent USDA study of farm structure concluded, “larger farms utilize labor and capital more intensively, which provide them with the primary source of their financial advantage.”

Therefore, while 88% of all farms in the United States are small family farms, they comprise only 5% of the country’s net farm income. For these reasons, small family farms are more vulnerable to insuperable financial loss when a natural disaster strikes. However, federal disaster aid does not differentiate between small family farms and corporate farms when providing assistance. Research indicates the federal support given to small family farms tends to be inadequate and natural disasters often result in bankruptcy or occupation change, as illustrated by Brian Wolfe’s story in the opening paragraph. But, is this something the government should remedy?

This Note offers an examination of the issues surrounding small family farms when natural disasters strike and assesses what role, if any, the government should play in protecting these entities in disasters. I posit that small family farms fill a vital role in sustaining communities and protecting from future disaster loss. This Note argues that the federal government should amend farm disaster aid to protect this subset of farms. Part I provides an overview of current federal support for farms in a disaster. Part II highlights the needs of small family farms in disasters as compared with corporate farms and how small family farms suffer disproportionately more losses in disasters. Part III provides an analysis of risks in deciding whether it is a fiscally responsible choice for the government.

23. 2012 CENSUS SMALL FARM HIGHLIGHTS, supra note 17, at 1.
24. See infra Part I; Part IV.
to provide more financial support and protection to family farms in natural disasters. Part IV offers possible legislative solutions to provide more support for small family farms without promoting risk-inducing behaviors and subsidizing bad farming practices. This comprehensive evaluation demonstrates that while small family farms do not play a large role as market suppliers, they contribute in other ways that merit greater disaster protection by the federal government.

I. UNDERSTANDING ACCESS TO FEDERAL DISASTER AID FOR FARMS

Federal disaster aid has become a significant survival tool for farmers yet fails to adequately support small family farms. Disaster assistance to farmers has undergone major revisions since the program was initially established. Despite the development of disaster aid, it has not managed to adjust to the changing landscape of farm producers, so small family farms are often left without protection.

A. Federal Crop Insurance Program

Crop disaster aid began in response to public need, and its adaptations continue to reflect that approach. The first federal approach to farming disaster aid was in the late 1930s with the Federal Crop Insurance Act.25 Initially created as an experiment “to help agriculture recover from the combined effects of the Great Depression and the Dust Bowl,” the program was entirely government run through the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation (FCIC), and insurance coverage was limited to major crops in high production areas.26 Because of this, enrollment numbers were low and producers relied on other tools to manage risk.27

1. 1980 federal crop insurance reform

Throughout the mid-twentieth century the need for increased risk protection grew, and Federal Crop Insurance turned from an unreliable experiment to a legitimate program in 1980. Legislators recognized that financial protection was necessary because farming is a high-risk venture that serves a national interest. The goal was to expand the role of governmental support for privately owned crops and "promote the national welfare by improving the economic stability of agriculture through a sound system of crop insurance." Thus, Federal Crop Insurance expanded to cover more crops and regions and enlisted private insurers through reinsurance agreements.

Prior to 1980, farmers purchased crop insurance directly from the FCIC. Due to advances in the private insurance industry, the 1980 amendments authorized the FCIC to enter into reinsurance agreements with private insurers, consequently cutting administrative costs and expanding availability. Although the 1980 amendments increased the number of insurable commodities and made insurance available in additional regions, the program did not achieve the levels of participation Congress anticipated.

Agricultural producers are involved in a high risk pursuit both in terms of debilitating economic swings and the vagaries of natural phenomenon. . . . "[H]ip pocket' financing has largely been replaced with farming operations which are highly capitalized and which operate on borrowed funds. . . . Relying to such a large extent on borrowed funds accentuates the financial damage which occurs when drought, flood, insects, disease, or other natural disaster strikes a farmer's crop. In a matter of days or even hours a natural disaster can wreak financial ruin on an individual farmer or perhaps an entire rural community. . . . The seriousness of the need of providing financial protection to farmers should not be underestimated. Congress has recognized this necessity and adopted programs to address it.

Id.

29. 7 U.S.C.A. § 1502(a) (West 2014).
31. Id.
33. The Basics of Crop Insurance, supra note 26. Low demand can be attributed to a variety of possible factors: "[(1)] Insurance can become unattractive when expected losses and required premiums become high in relation to property values. The preferred strategies are risk avoidance and loss mitigation. [(2)] There is less willingness to insure, because there is
Despite increased availability of crop insurance, enrollment remained low and government costs increased, prompting Congress to further amend Federal Crop Insurance to increase participation. Costs were prohibitive for most farmers and payouts did not adequately cover losses.\(^{34}\)

Then, major drought in the 1980s led to a succession of bills for ad hoc disaster assistance to farmers (1988, 1989, 1992, 1993)\(^{35}\). These bills provided one-time financial relief to farmers suffering from disaster-related crop losses but provided no long-term solution.\(^{36}\) However, “Congress grew tired of these repeated requests.”\(^{37}\) This prompted the 1994 Reform Act, which required farmers to participate in Federal Crop Insurance to be eligible for certain types of disaster payments.\(^{38}\) This mandatory participation requirement proved widely unpopular and was subsequently repealed in 1996.\(^{39}\)

2. 1996 federal crop insurance reform

Through the 1996 Federal Crop Insurance Reform Act, Congress attempted to provide support to farmers in disasters while continuing to strive for efficient risk management. The Act created the “Risk Management Agency” (formerly the FCIC) to administer disaster funds to farmers through the Federal Crop Insurance (FCI) program as well as the newly created Non-insured Crop Disaster Assistance Program (NAP)\(^{40}\). With different eligibility requirements, the goal was for FCI and NAP to complement each other and provide disaster support to all farmers.\(^{41}\)

\(^{34}\) Rendahl, supra note 25, at 187.
\(^{36}\) Id.
\(^{37}\) The Basics of Crop Insurance, supra note 26.
\(^{38}\) Id.
\(^{40}\) Id.
\(^{41}\) See discussion infra Sections I.A.2.a–b.
Nevertheless, FCI coverage is limited to specific crops in qualifying areas; thus many small family farmers do not qualify. While NAP was intended to fill the gap, the financial support is insufficient to sustain a small farmer after disaster wipes out the crops or stock. Even with the two options, small family farms are still left without federal support after a disaster.

a. Risk Management Agency. The Risk Management Agency (RMA) was given statutory authority to contract and partner with private-sector insurance agencies and distribute FCI. As with the 1980s amendments, these contracts allow private providers to offer premiums subsidized by the government through reinsurance. Under RMA, there was an increase in authority given to contract with the private sector, which allowed for increased cost-cutting measures and expanded availability. The subsidized premiums did increase FCI enrollment, but even with subsidized premiums, as of 2011 an overwhelming 78% of U.S. farms had no crop insurance coverage.

Minimal enrollment numbers mean that, rather than running as a typical insurance program where participants subsidize enrollment for each other, the government must continue to subsidize premiums to keep the program running. Currently, the federal government subsidizes the premiums at an average of 62%. But most of this money is subsidizing the insurance premiums of large corporate farms because such farms represent the largest enrollers in FCI.

b. Non-insured Crop Disaster Assistance Program. Non-insured Crop Disaster Assistance is the other main source of funds distributed by

---

43. Id.
44. 7 U.S.C.A. § 7333 (West 2018).
47. FEDERAL CROP INSURANCE PROGRAM OVERVIEW 2018, supra note 45, at 14.
RMA for farmers in disasters, but it also fails to provide comprehensive coverage. NAP “was created to provide crop loss assistance to producers who are unable to obtain federal crop insurance for a particular crop.” NAP offers only catastrophic insurance coverage. To receive a payout, farmers must suffer a “yield or inventory value loss greater than [50%],” and coverage is only offered at up to 65% of the approved yield. NAP is offered as a stopgap to fill the hole for crops that are ineligible for FCI. But its limited coverage does not provide much support for small family farms. If a small family farm suffers a loss greater than 50% yet can only receive a payment to cover 65% of its possible yield, this will likely be insufficient to sustain the farm’s livelihood. Approximately 70% of small family farms operate with a less than 10% profit margin. Thus, while NAP is a valiant effort to provide support, it remains insufficient.

3. Current concerns

Federal Crop Insurance reform efforts have consistently sought to increase participation but failed to account for the changing makeup of farmers. Farm size has doubled in the last thirty years as corporate farming has taken over. Crop insurance coverage is only offered for large commodity crops and in certain counties, depending on the percentage of land used for agriculture within a county. Under current RMA standards, large corporate farms

50. Id.
52. 2014 FAMILY FARM REPORT, supra note 19, at 39.
53. MACDONALD, supra note 22, at ii–iii (“Although most cropland was operated by farms with less than 600 crop acres in the early 1980s, today most cropland is on farms with at least 1,100 acres, and many farms are 5 and 10 times that size...[Larger farms utilize labor and capital more intensively, which provide them with the primary source of their financial advantage.]”).
54. USDA MARKET PENETRATION ANALYSIS, supra note 46, at 8. These commodity crops include corn, cotton, rice, soybeans, wheat, livestock, and poultry. They are covered by the Federal Crop Insurance because they can be easily traded, stored for a long time, and grown in large quantities at low costs. This is partly why industrial farms produce these crops. See Melanie J. Wender, Comment, Goodbye Family Farms and Hello Agribusiness: The
almost always qualify because the acreage of their operations meets the county agricultural land-use requirements and over 80% of their income is earned from large commodity crops. On the other hand, small family farms are more likely to grow niche products not covered by crop insurance. Additionally, small farmers do not farm in isolated locations, as do corporate farms. Because the farmers live where they work, they farm in areas that are more populated and less likely to be counties covered by crop insurance. Therefore, a large portion of the uninsured farms are small family farms. Ad hoc disaster assistance used to be an option for small farmers, but with the emergence of FCI and NAP this help has largely disappeared, leaving small farmers with no post-disaster recovery help.

As one of the government’s costliest programs, FCI is constantly targeted for cuts and reform. The changing landscape of farming in America and the evolving understanding of disaster risk factors necessitate reform. However, current calls for reform have largely neglected one of the most important issues: whether, and how, current farm relief adequately protects small family farms in the aftermath of natural disasters. This is a critical problem the next


56. There are a variety of reasons for this. Environmentally, commodity crops drain the soil more than other fruits and vegetables, and small family farms reuse their same land over and over. Fruits and vegetables, while riskier, have larger profit margins. For a more thorough discussion see Jessica Fanzo, From Big to Small: The Significance of Smallholder Farms in the Global Food System, LANCET PLANETARY HEALTH, Apr. 2017, at e15; see also Wender, supra note 54, at 143.

57. See MACDONALD, supra note 22, at 8 (“[Consolidated corporate] crop fields are more likely to be large and contiguous to one another, rather than scattered among other land uses.”).

58. See Wender, supra note 54, at 144. Corporate farms tend to operate in isolated areas that are exclusively farmland and thus qualify for coverage. Id. Small family farmers tend to own land closer to communities in order to access other amenities. Id.

59. See USDA MARKET PENETRATION ANALYSIS, supra note 46, at 15.


61. FEDERAL CROP INSURANCE PROGRAM OVERVIEW 2018, supra note 45, at 21 (“Given the program’s significant cost and share of USDA program outlays, it is a frequent target for budgetary savings.”).
section demonstrates by highlighting the many ways that small family farms suffer disproportionately in disasters.

II. DISPARATE IMPACT OF DISASTERS ON SMALL FAMILY FARMS

Small family farms suffer disproportionately more losses in disasters. “[W]ealth and income are more unequally distributed among farmers than in society as a whole, and... poverty is common among farmers.”62 About 75% of farmers in poverty work small family farms.63 This subset of farmers is more vulnerable to loss before disaster strikes. Further, other factors such as higher overhead costs, limited access to legal help, and lifestyle harms expose this population to other dangers in the event of disaster. The combination of these factors increases the likelihood that a small family farm will not recover when a natural disaster hits.

A. Financial Loss

Small family farms suffer devastating financial losses from disasters in ways that larger farms do not. Small farms are costlier to run.64 “Larger crop farms perform better financially, on average, than smaller farms.”65 The differences reflect lower costs per unit of production.”66 While the operating costs and revenue are about the same for large and small farms, “larger operations appear to be able to apply their labor and capital to more acres than smaller farms.”67 Because larger operations spread their costs across more acres, the more acres a farm is, the more profitable it is.68 For these reasons, small farms operate with a smaller profit margin, and a loss from a disaster can be much more devastating on small farms than large ones.

63. 2014 FAMILY FARM REPORT, supra note 19, at iii–iv.
64. Id. at 35–41.
65. Id.
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. Id.
Current policies governing federal disaster aid favor larger farmers over small farms. Federal subsidies for crop insurance premiums are not adjusted by size of purchaser. Farmers receive 62% in subsidies for premiums, regardless of whether the farmer makes $1,000,000,000 or $100,000. Since small farms have smaller operating budgets, their insurance payments will comprise a larger portion of the budget. Further, crop insurance disaster payments are based on production and have no cap. “The more ‘base acres’ available to a farmer, the more payments are available.” Most farm programs restrict payments to farmers with an adjusted gross income above $900,000 over three years, but no such limits exist for crop insurance. Additionally, as with other types of insurance, farmers choose the amount of coverage their crops receive, which

71. Id.
72. See Gary Schnitkey et al., Farm Sizes Impacted by a $40,000 Crop Insurance Premium Support Limit, FARMDOC DAILY (Dep’t of Agric. & Consumer Econ., Univ. of Ill. at Urbana-Champaign) 1 (Feb. 6, 2018), https://farmdocdaily.illinois.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/fdd060218.pdf (discussing proposals for payment caps).
73. Kelley, supra note 69, at 670.
75. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, supra note 70, at 2–3.
then determines the insurance payment. This means if small farmers want good coverage they must pay higher subsidies, which represents a significantly larger percentage of their operating budget. For these reasons, most small farmers forgo crop insurance.

Forgoing insurance leaves small farms susceptible to huge financial loss. The lack of adjusted rates for crop insurance means the cost is more prohibitive for small farmers. Furthermore, crop insurance policies provide coverage almost exclusively on a per-crop basis, which suits industrial farms growing single crops on vast acreage. Since small farms tend to grow more of a variety of crops, crop insurance enrollment is challenging and complicated, sometimes requiring multiple policies. “As a result, few small farms take out insurance plans, leaving them vulnerable to risks like extreme weather and hard-pressed to secure credit and loans.”

Having no insurance means small farmers can suffer three types of financial losses after a disaster. The first two losses are the lack of income due to crop damage and the lack of an insurance

---


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DeKalb County</th>
<th>Champaign County</th>
<th>Saline County</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coverage</strong></td>
<td><strong>2015</strong></td>
<td><strong>2016</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
<td>$/acre</td>
<td>$/acre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55%</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65%</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>9.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85%</td>
<td>16.51</td>
<td>18.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

77. 2014 FAMILY FARM REPORT, *supra* note 19, at 39. Sixty-nine percent of midsize family farms purchase crop insurance and 73% of large farms do. *Id.* at 33. In contrast, only about 17% of small family farms participate in Federal Crop Insurance. *Id.*

78. See 7 U.S.C.A. § 1508(a) (West 2018).


80. See Walsh, *supra* note 79.

coverage payout. The final loss comes from other security interests used as payment in place of lost income. Unlike large corporate farms, small farmers have little in liquid assets and typically rely on lending institutions to provide capital in the spring for planting costs. Most lenders “either require or consider crop insurance of borrowers in making loan decisions.” If a lender is willing to take a risk on a small farmer without crop insurance, the loan will require other types of collateral because interest rates are already “high enough to be limited by state usury laws.” Hence, nonprice methods are the lender’s only viable alternatives to manage risk; these methods include security interest in crop, security interest in machinery, lien on real estate, and lien on life insurance. When a natural disaster hits, small family farmers have no income from the crop or insurance and lose whatever collateral was used to finance the planting of the crop, such as their house, their life insurance, necessary machinery, etc. Bankruptcy is common in these situations. This is why farmers have their own Chapter Twelve bankruptcy, separate from other sectors, that includes special protections to deal with the financial concerns they face. All small farmers have their own story, or know people personally who have lost their house, life insurance, and more after a disaster hits.

The losses small farms suffer from natural disasters can mean both short- and long-term ruin. The disparity of income received per field, crop insurance inequalities, and financing difficulties are all contributing factors. Because these factors do not exist for large farms, when disaster hits, small farms are hurt to the point of collapse.

---

82. See Peter J. Barry et al., Farmers’ Credit Risks and Liquidity Management, 63 AM. J. AGRIC. ECON. 216, 220 (1981).
83. Woodard & Marlow, supra note 60, at 1.
84. Barry, supra note 82, at 222.
85. See id. at 220–21.
86. These harms also contribute to other societal harms discussed later. See generally infra Part II.C.
88. Telephone Interview with John Lloyd, Owner, SandHollow Enters. & NW Farm Supply (Mar. 4, 2018) (on file with author) (“When the hailstorm hit [in Hermiston, Oregon.] the farmer next to me lost his home and life insurance because they were his security on his fields. He was a better farmer than me, but nature took it all away.”).
B. Legal Help Access

Legal services post-disaster can help protect farmers from significant loss, yet small farmers are less likely to receive legal help. Post-disaster, small farmers face “foreclosure and dispossession that can involve the loss of their livelihoods, homes, and place in the community.”99 A recent study shows that “[d]espite the important and complex nature of these legal issues [facing farmers] . . . few farmers sought out an attorney’s services.”90 The most common reason farmers do not seek legal services is the cost.91 A more detailed analysis shows a “positive correlation between gross value of sales and the likelihood of hiring an attorney.”92

Table93

Percentage of farmers who have an attorney, compared to farm income

Farm income

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Farm income</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than $10,000</td>
<td>10.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10,000 to $49,999</td>
<td>15.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000 to $99,999</td>
<td>20.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100,000 to $249,999</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$250,000 to $999,999</td>
<td>30.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,000,000 or more</td>
<td>35.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Farmers’ main financial resource after a natural disaster is the federal government, and yet small farmers are often unable to receive that assistance because accessing it requires legal skills. When asked about their legal concerns, farmers listed understanding

89. Carpenter, supra note 62, at 82.
91. Id. at 149.
92. Id.
93. Id.
federal support programs as the primary issue. The federal help farmers receive post-disaster is dictated by laws that change from year to year. Access to this federal aid “can play a significant role in the success or failure of a farm [post-disaster].” This is a problem that disproportionately hurts small farmers because, while they would benefit substantially from access to a lawyer, they do not have the funds or opportunity to access legal help.

Small farmers often struggle to find legal help because of a shortage of available legal assistance in their communities. While about 20% of the U.S. population lives in rural communities, only about 2% of small law practices serve those communities. Additionally, rural communities are marked by a “high density of acquaintanceship.” The lack of anonymity for lawyers in rural communities means they may feel “beholden to local economic elites who provide most of their business.” Industrial farms are the economic elite. Although owners of industrial farms usually do not live in the rural communities surrounding the farms, they often outsource services from the local communities. Consequently, even if small farmers decide to seek legal help, they may not find it.

Advocacy groups provide some legal aid to small family farms, but lack of legal help continues to hurt these farmers disproportionately. Lack of legal aid to small farms is gaining awareness. FLAG (Farmers’ Legal Action Group) “was born as a response to the farm credit crisis of the 1980s after tens of thousands of families lost their farms due to low commodity prices and overwhelming

94. Id. at 135.
95. Carpenter, supra note 62, at 96 (“Farmers are subject to immense variations in law.”).
96. Id. at 82.
97. Endres et al., supra note 90, at 150. (“[Eighty-three percent] of respondents who chose to hire an attorney to deal with their most significant problem reported satisfaction with the services received.”).
99. William R. Freudenberg, The Density of Acquaintanceship: An Overlooked Variable in Community Research?, 92 AM. J. SOC. 27, 32 (1986); Pruitt & Showman, supra note 98, at 490 (“Small-firm practice in the country isn’t really all that different than small-firm practice in the city. The clients have many of the same problems and you handle a wide variety of matters. The difference is intimacy. In the country you know everybody and everybody knows you. That’s where things start to get different.” (quoting DONALD D. LANDON, COUNTRY LAWYERS: THE IMPACT OF CONTEXT ON PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE 56 (1990))).
100. Pruitt & Showman, supra note 98, at 490.
101. Id. at 490–91.
debt.”

Attorneys at FLAG successfully challenged illegal procedures “used to freeze farmers’ income and force them off their land.” FLAG, and other similar groups, focus on reaching small family farms that are underserved by the “private bar,” recognizing that the private bar “does agricultural law and represents prosperous farmers, agribusiness . . . and large cooperatives . . . [and] often takes an adversarial position to FLAG’s clients, rarely represent[ing] poor farmers . . . .” Nevertheless, FLAG acknowledges that potential clients’ legal needs overwhelm its capacity to represent individuals directly. With the notable exception of FLAG and a few other similar projects, ongoing legal efforts to serve small family farmers have been rare—leaving small farmers without critical legal help.

C. Lifestyle Harm

The farming lifestyle inherently creates risks that increase with natural disasters and are felt more acutely by small family farms. Farmers, along with fishers and those involved in forestry, suffer from mental health issues more than any other occupation. “According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, farmers, as a group, have a higher suicide rate than any other occupation, even twice as high as vets.” Farmers are at risk for a number of reasons: job-related isolation, stressful work environments, work-home imbalance, socioeconomic inequities, lower education levels, lack of access to health services, exposure to pesticides, potential for financial loss, barriers to mental health services, and access to lethal means. Many of the risk factors

103. *Id.*
105. *Id.* at 94 n.51.
106. *Id.* at 94.
109. McIntosh et al., *supra* note 107, at 644.
increase for operators of small family farms. Add to that the helplessness that comes with a natural disaster and not having the safety net larger farms do, small family farms lose in a big way. Experts say small farmers face a “kind of perfect storm of financial pressure and a sense of powerlessness in an industry where prices are set by the government,” combined with social isolation and a self-reliant spirit that may make them loathe to seek help.110

The same risk factors that contribute to mental health problems in farmers also lead to increased risk of other societal harms. For example, intimate partner violence (IPV) rates are much higher in small rural and isolated communities.111 Further, “[a]mong women who reported physical IPV, the frequency and severity increased with increasing rurality.”112 Abuse rates are “strongly linked to economic stress” caused by housing issues, such as foreclosure concerns, a problem small family farmers often face.113 Rural Americans are a population that also suffers from “significant health disparities . . . when compared to the general population.”114 “Rural risk factors for health disparities include geographic isolation, lower socio-economic status, . . . and limited job opportunities.”115 The problem grows when the rural resident is poor and does not have employer-provided healthcare coverage.116 Finally,

110. Smith, supra note 108.
111. Corinne Peek-Asa et al., Rural Disparity in Domestic Violence Prevalence and Access to Resources, 20 J. WOMEN'S HEALTH 1743, 1745 (2011) (urban women 15.5%, large rural town 13.3%, small rural town 22%); Wendy Boka, Note, Domestic Violence in Farming Communities: Overcoming the Unique Problems Posed by the Rural Setting, 9 DRAKE J. AGRIC. L. 389, 413 (2004) (“Domestic violence is a prevalent problem among rural and farming communities across America . . . . The problems that contribute to domestic violence—power and control, physical dominance, social gender roles, economic dependence, isolation, and a lack of support resources—are present in rural society just as in urban society. However, additional barriers affect rural victims of domestic violence. These barriers include geographic isolation, economic structure, social and cultural pressures, and the lack of transportation, child care, housing, sufficient police availability and training, and a support system.”).
112. Peek-Asa et al., supra note 111.
115. Id.
116. Jeffrey R. Wakefield, New UVM Study: Health Insurance Costs Threaten Farm Viability, UNIV. VT. (July 14, 2017), https://www.uvm.edu/uvmnews/news/new-uvm-study-health-insurance-costs-threaten-farm-viability (“According to a new U.S. Department of Agriculture-funded study, lack of access to affordable health insurance is one of the most significant
stress from the rural farming lifestyle, with its attendant financial risk and loss, can lead to considerable health issues and increased risk of death. While not direct causation, small family farms suffer from these issues in a way large corporate farms do not due to lower income levels, increased financial instability, and less structural support.

Juggling increased financial losses, limited legal help, and significant lifestyle harms, small family farms are in a desperate situation after a disaster.

III. EVALUATING RISK: SHOULD THE GOVERNMENT PROTECT SMALL FAMILY FARMS IN DISASTERS?

While many factors contribute to small farms struggling and going under in disasters, a thorough risk analysis leads one to conclude that these farms are worth saving. Current federal farm disaster aid does not ensure that small farms will continue to exist, perhaps in part because the public and policymakers have overlooked the value of these farms. This Part will demonstrate that family farms provide more economic value than is readily apparent. Furthermore, while financial factors are important, small farms are worth protecting from disaster loss because of the stability they bring to rural communities, their impact on socially vulnerable populations, and how they protect the environment and mitigate future disaster risk.

A. Are Small Family Farms Economically Viable?

Although it seems that small farms are becoming obsolete because they cannot financially keep up, a closer look shows that they may be more economically viable than large farms and worth protecting in disasters. Over the last fifty years the United States has undergone immense population growth and similar technological development. To keep up with population demand, agriculture concerns facing American farmers, an overlooked risk factor that affects their ability to run a successful enterprise.

likewise developed new approaches to farming, and thus the
“Green Revolution” was born.

The Green Revolution changed the landscape of American farming. Using newly developed hybrid crops, fertilizers, pesticides, and
cultivation methods, the Green Revolution dramatically increased
crop and animal yields.\footnote{118}

Between 1950 and 2000, the average amount of milk produced
per cow increased from 5,314 pounds to 18,201 pounds per year,
the average yield of corn rose from 39 bushels to 153 bushels per
acre, and each farmer in 2000 produced on average 12 times as
much farm output per hour worked as a farmer did in 1950. The
development of new technology was a primary factor in
these improvements.\footnote{119}

“Overall, the Green Revolution was a major success because it
allowed for an unprecedented level of national food security,
leading to a human population boom . . . .”\footnote{120} And for decades gov-
ernment policies favored and encouraged this big farming
approach. As Earl Butz, U.S. Secretary of Agriculture from 1971 to
1976, famously said, “get big or get out” and “adapt or die.”\footnote{121} Farm
consolidation was a natural by-product of these developments. “In
1935, there were 6.8 million farms in the United States with an
average size of 155 acres. By 2002, there were only 2.1 million farms
with an average size of 441 acres.”\footnote{122} The total number of farms
decreased by 70\%, but the amount of land in agricultural production
stayed fairly constant as bigger farms purchased smaller farms that
could not survive.

Current federal farm disaster policies continue to favor cor-
porate farms over small farms under the assumption that this is the

\footnote{118. Laurie Ristino & Gabriela Steier, Losing Ground: A Clarion Call for Farm Bill Reform to Ensure a Food Secure Future, 42 COLUM. J. ENVTL. L. 59, 84–85 (2016).}
\footnote{119. Id. (quoting Keith O. Fuglie et al., Econ. Research Serv., Productivity Growth in U.S. Agriculture 1 (2007)).}
\footnote{120. Shannon Avery Hughes, Global Sustainable Farming and the “SoCo” Soil Conservation Project, 45 DENV. J. INT’L L. & POL’Y 431, 433 (2017).}
\footnote{121. William S. Eubanks II, A Rotten System: Subsidizing Environmental Degradation and Poor Public Health with Our Nation’s Tax Dollars, 28 STAN. ENVTL. L.J. 213, 228 (2009).}
\footnote{122. Id. at 228–29 (citation omitted).}
most fiscally responsible approach. The federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB) operates under the policy that a regulation is not promulgated “unless the potential benefit to society outweighs the potential cost.” Under OMB policy, corporate farms deserve federal protection because of the societal benefits from massive crop production. When natural disasters destroy small farms perhaps the overall economic benefit to society appears less than the minimal loss in production. Yet, when all the costs of corporate farming are accounted for, small family farms may actually be the most economical.

Researchers across many disciplines are raising the alarm at the unsustainable low food prices resulting from corporate farming practices. Federal subsidies to corporate farms artificially lower food prices and hide the negative externalities. There are many costs to corporate farming that are not priced into what consumers pay.

Every American pays for commodity crops five distinct times: (1) at the supermarket checkout, (2) with federal taxes that predominantly line the pockets of subsidized agribusiness, (3) with federal taxes for environmental cleanup costs paid by the government because of poor environmental protection standards in the Farm Bill, (4) through individualized medical costs linked to obesity, diabetes, asthma, malnutrition, hunger, and other illnesses caused by the Farm Bill, and (5) with additional federal taxes paid to collectively buttress healthcare programs such as Medicare, Medicaid, and emergency room care for patients of lower socioeconomic status who often fall ill as a result of the

123. See D. Lee Miller, A Seat at the Table: New Voices Urge Farm Bill Reform, 127 YALE L.J.F. 395, 400 (2017) (“Farm Bill policies support this consolidation through broad-based commodity programs and the federal crop insurance program.”).
Farm Bill-induced food system. It is only when the majority of American taxpayers and policymakers understand the true costs of industrial agriculture that the necessary changes can be made to fix the nation’s rotten agricultural system.127

A thorough discussion of the negative externalities, their actual cost, and how much corporate farming practices contribute, is beyond the scope of this Note.128 Nevertheless, it is necessary to highlight a few and acknowledge that they are a very real problem. Some of the negative externalities attributed to corporate farms include water pollution, soil degradation, increased carbon emissions, large fossil fuel consumption and reliance, limited food choices,129 increased obesity and higher medical costs,130 increased pesticide use and consumption,131 income disparity and more poverty, limited economic opportunities,132 increased antibiotic use and consumption, harm to third world countries,133 massive waste and odor issues,134 loss of market competition, and creation of a monopoly market.135 If corporate farms’ costs included a small portion of the negative externalities they create, small family farms would likely be “at least as efficient as larger commercial operations[,]”136 if not more efficient.137 Small family farms impose

127. Eubanks, supra note 121, at 239–40 (citation omitted).
133. Ristino & Steier, supra note 118, at 65.
137. TIME TO ACT, supra note 135, at 13.
fewer of these externalities for a variety of reasons. For example, they practice crop rotation, which produces a wider variety of crops, thereby providing an array of healthy food choices for consumers and requiring fewer fertilizers because soil is less depleted.\textsuperscript{138} A more thorough analysis of the noneconomic factors that show small family farms merit more federal support will be discussed later. But purely from an economic standpoint, the government should do more to protect small farms from disaster loss.

B. Value of the Small Family Farm to Rural Communities

Small family farms are essential to much-needed rural communities and merit greater disaster protection. Farming is an important part of America’s heritage. The Founding Fathers encouraged a “national agrarian identity.”\textsuperscript{139} Thomas Jefferson famously stated, “Cultivators of the earth are the most valuable citizens . . . and they are tied to their country and wedded to it’s [sic] liberty and interests by the most lasting bands.”\textsuperscript{140} Although America’s landscape has changed, rural communities are still valuable to this country.

Rural communities represent a valuable population in our country that government programs seek to protect. Beginning in 1893, in response to urbanization, the government established projects to benefit rural communities and commissioned major reports on the needs of rural populations.\textsuperscript{141} These programs have expanded and evolved over the years but continue because of an acknowledged “value of rural communities as a basis for lifestyle concerns.”\textsuperscript{142}

Small family farms contribute to the economic health of rural communities, which necessitates greater disaster protection. Small family farms result in decentralized land ownership, which provides more employment opportunities in rural communities, increasing the overall economic health of the community.\textsuperscript{143} Lawmakers argue
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that farm subsidies “will trickle down to local economies, spurring growth. But as farms consolidate and become more mechanized, there are fewer jobs, especially for unskilled laborers.”\textsuperscript{144} Conversely, small farm owners rely on local businesses and services for their needs and “are more likely to have a stake in the well-being of the community and the well-being of its citizens.”\textsuperscript{145} When small farms collapse after disasters, it causes a rural exodus,\textsuperscript{146} and those left in the community “are trapped in a long, painful death spiral, plagued by poverty, crime and unemployment.”\textsuperscript{147} Keeping small farmers in rural communities makes sense from an economic perspective but requires greater federal support.

The social, cultural, and environmental health of rural communities relies heavily on small farms, and the federal government should do more to support them. “Connection to the land has always been central to the spiritual and cultural values of our country’s indigenous people.”\textsuperscript{148} Owners of small farms typically share their agricultural knowledge within the community, which promotes community vitality.\textsuperscript{149} Additionally, owners of small farms practice more regenerative farming practices, with fewer pesticides, and choose “specialty crops” (fruits and vegetables) over commodity crops (wheat, corn, soybeans), which enhances the physical and environmental health of the community.\textsuperscript{150}

As small farms fold in disasters and the communities around them are subsequently lost, a rich cultural heritage and tradition is lost as well. Social scientists evaluated the results of fifty-one studies spanning eight decades, documenting what links, if any, the transition from small farms to industrialized farming has on
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The results showed “[a]dverse impacts were found across an array of indicators measuring socioeconomic conditions, community social fabric, and environmental conditions. Few positive effects of industrialized farming were found across studies. The results demonstrate that public concern about industrialized farms is warranted.” Altogether, these social, cultural, and environmental losses are hard to evaluate in a traditional financial cost-benefit analysis but illustrate that rural communities need small farms.

C. Loss of Small Family Farms and Impact on Vulnerable Populations

Small family farms deserve greater disaster protection because losses within this group will unduly hurt already vulnerable populations. Small farms are disproportionately more likely to be operated by minorities, women, and the elderly. Furthermore, these farms operate with very small profit margins, if not at zero

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual Sales</th>
<th>All Farms</th>
<th>Hispanic</th>
<th>American Indian</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Asian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than $10,000</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>43.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10,000 to $40,999</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000 to $99,999</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100,000 or more</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>26.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The number of women-operated farms grew more rapidly than that of men-operated farms in each sales class, but the overall rate of return on equity is -2.7% for women compared to 1.4% for men. U.S. DEPT OF AGRIC., ACH 12-12, 2012 CENSUS OF AGRICULTURE HIGHLIGHTS: WOMEN FARMERS 1 (2014) [hereinafter 2012 CENSUS WOMEN FARMERS].
sales. Without greater disaster protection, these farms will continue to suffer from systemically high exit numbers.

Women and minority farmers struggle to remain viable because of historical and current system inequalities. For decades, USDA policies excluded women and minority farmers and promulgated discriminatory practices against them. Additionally, current regulatory structure and policies continue to constrain these farmers’ abilities to make a living. USDA loans operate based on local committee decisions. Women and minorities are often shut out from accessing loans because the committees are comprised of a majority of white males. Furthermore, women and minority farmers typically have no opportunity to benefit from FCI subsidies because the subsidies cover mostly “commodity” crops (wheat, corn, and soybeans) while women and minority farmers tend to farm alternative food products. Similarly situated white men suffer less in disasters than minorities and women because of...
greater systemic support.\textsuperscript{162} For these reasons, these minority farmers are placed in a vulnerable position with no protection when disaster strikes.

Another vulnerable population, elderly farmers, also suffers disproportionately under current federal aid disaster policies. Currently, U.S. agriculture faces a troublesome age gap.\textsuperscript{163} In 2005, 25\% of all farmers (corporate and small farmers) were sixty-five or older, compared to only 3\% of the overall labor force.\textsuperscript{164} Experts wonder who will provide crops as the older generation exits farming and no younger farmers replace them.\textsuperscript{165} Factors contributing to the age gap include lack of replenishment from a younger work force, inadequate savings for elderly farmers, no real buying market for elderly farmers’ real property, no employer-sponsored savings, lack of family successors, and less social security income.\textsuperscript{166} These factors are more relevant to small family farmers than large corporate farms. Increased disaster support would incentivize younger farmers to enter the field, thus increasing the buying market and providing successors so the elderly farmers can retire.

When elderly farmers exit the market after disasters, society suffers as well. The societal costs of elderly farmers leaving farming after disasters are three-fold: first, the loss from their farm output; second, the loss of knowledge and information to pass along to successors; and third, a lack of other farmers to fill the void. Limited federal support has a trickledown effect; fewer younger people enter the farming industry because the risks are too great.\textsuperscript{167} Thus, protecting this vulnerable population from disaster loss would provide many benefits.

Vulnerable small farming populations deserve protection because they suffer greater loss, which in turn puts more of a burden

\textsuperscript{162} See Alexandre, supra note 157, at 140. For example, in the Mississippi Delta between 1920 and 1992, the number of black farmers decreased by 98\% and the number of similarly situated white farmers only decreased by 65\%. Id. at 142.

\textsuperscript{163} TIME TO ACT, supra note 135, at 89.


\textsuperscript{165} Slack, supra note 149, at 490; TIME TO ACT, supra note 135, at 89.

\textsuperscript{166} Slack, supra note 149, at 490–99.

on society. These groups tend to be at or below poverty levels and have less education.\textsuperscript{168} The USDA has attempted to reach out to these groups through the USDA Minority Farm Register; tax changes; the Women, Food and Agriculture Network; and changes in census-data gathering to recognize and track these groups.\textsuperscript{169} But additional work still needs to be done. As Charles Fluharty, director of the Rural Policy Research Institute said, “The policy choice that Congress has made is so stark . . . . You see the effects [of disasters on farmers] in lots of poor rural communities. But the tragedy is exacerbated in the minority communities.”\textsuperscript{170} With little education and federal support, these groups often lose their self-reliance and instead rely on society to support them after a disaster. A federal support network established prior to disasters would limit the need for even more substantial support after.

\textbf{D. The Environmentally Responsible Choice: Small Farms or Corporate Farms?}

Small farms merit more disaster protection because, regardless of the approach of analyzing risk in an environmental context, it is evident small farms cause less harm. All farming inevitably affects the environment and future generations. But small farms practice environmentally sustainable farming techniques, create a smaller carbon footprint, and minimize environmental harms that contribute to future disasters. A pure “risk versus risk” comparison creates a clear picture of the harms of industrialized farming and a valid argument for greater protection of small farms in disasters.


\textsuperscript{169} See Luna, supra note 156, at 335 (“Until recently, the census limited population studies to male spouses as the principal operator.”); see also \textit{Minority and Socially Disadvantaged Farmers Assistance}, U.S. \textsc{Dep’t Agric. Farm Serv. Agency}, https://www.fsa.usda.gov/about-fsa/structure-and-organization/office-of-the-administrator/office-of-civil-rights/minority-and-socially-disadvantaged-farmers-assistance/index (last visited Oct. 16, 2018).

\textsuperscript{170} Gaul & Morgan, supra note 144.
1. Environmental damage of small and large farms

Small family farms should receive more federal disaster protection because they create less environmental risk. The current crop insurance subsidy program offers coverage to farms for either “growing commodity crops on their land or . . . shifting cropland into conservation programs. . . .” 171 Both options induce perverse incentives. Since insurance payouts are determined by production, and not just from weather-related loss but also revenue loss, farms are incentivized to mass produce (sometimes with double planting) without regard to quality or sustainability. 172 These farms tend to rely on Green Revolution hybrid crops, 173 which supply higher yields but only when saturated with water, chemical fertilizers, and toxic pesticides. 174 Thus, industrial farmers pump the soil and crops with water and chemicals (or antibiotics if livestock farms) 175 to increase output and subsidy payments. Further, livestock farms cram as many bodies as they can in limited space to increase output, causing more environmental damage. The “conservation” option to receive subsidies, which in theory appears to protect the environment, requires nothing more than leaving a field fallow for a season to receive payments. 176 Neither option adequately protects the environment.

Small farmers typically practice more environmentally friendly techniques without receiving federal subsidies. Because small farmers tend to live on or near the land they farm, it is important to them to cultivate their lands using sustainable practices since “they

---
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175. Kaitlyn Trout, Note, You Can’t Have Your Beef and Eat It Too: The Statutory Effect of Anti-corporate Farming Acts on Family Farms and Beef Corporations, 39 OKLA. CITY U. L. REV. 513, 531 (“Because feedlots receive cattle from a variety of sources that travel long distance on various freights, feedlots must over-vaccinate in hopes of maintaining the cattle’s health.” (footnote omitted)).
176. FEDERAL CROP INSURANCE PROGRAM OVERVIEW 2018, supra note 45, at 12. This document highlights conservation measures recently enacted to increase environmental protections.
are continuously exposed to environmental hazards present.”177 They usually farm non-commodity crops,178 because those crops do not deplete the soil as much, and rotate crops from year to year to protect soil nutrients and limit erosion; the crop rotation also decreases the huge demand for fertilizers. “Farming is a way of life for them rather than just a way of making money, so small family farmers are motivated to raise their crops and animals in the most environmentally sound and healthy way.”179 Generally, non-commodity crops and sustainable practices do not qualify for federal subsidies under crop insurance.180

“The federal crop insurance program is not a safety net, but a thinly veiled federal subsidy rewarding destructive behavior.”181 All farming can hurt the environment through air pollution, soil erosion, excessive water usage, and chemical pollution. In high-income countries, “agricultural pollution has already overtaken contamination from settlements and industries as the major factor in the degradation of [water].”182 Similar statistics exist for air pollution and soil damage.183 But these risks dramatically increase with large corporate farms. Crop insurance provides perverse incentives by uncoupling food costs from the negative environmental externalities large-scale food production creates. As the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations so succinctly said, “policies need to be coherent. Interventions aimed at increasing food production and farm income on one hand and at mitigating pollution . . . should be mutually supportive—or at least not conflicting . . . .”184 Large corporate farms would prefer to avoid the costs and pass them on to society “in the form of water and soil
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pollution.” Recognizing that corporate farms create a larger environment risk, disaster legislation should reflect that by protecting farming practices that are sustainable.

2. Effects on climate change: small vs. corporate

Compared to industrial farms, small farms substantially limit the carbon footprint created by farming. Climate change is increasingly becoming the largest environmental issue, with potential consequences that include future warming, increased frequency of heat waves, increased heavy precipitation in some areas, increased droughts, more intense tropical storms, and increased incidence of high sea level. Moreover, climate change is increasingly linked to industrialized farming for two reasons: methane emissions and fossil fuel use.

Methane gas emissions naturally occur from all livestock farms, but the risk is enhanced on corporate farms. Methane gas is “many times more potent than CO₂” and “is responsible for nearly as much climate change as all other non-CO₂ gases put together.” Methane emissions result from cattle waste, but emissions are growing disproportionately fast because of commercial farms’ Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFO). CAFO house large numbers...

185. TIME TO ACT, supra note 135, at 15.
187. INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, CLIMATE CHANGE 2014: SYNTHESIS REPORT 53 (2015), https://archive.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar5/syr/SYR_AR5_FINAL_full_wcover.pdf. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report, it is “[v]irtually certain” (>99% probability of occurrence) that future warming will occur, “extremely likely” (>90% probability) that heat waves and heavy precipitation will become more frequent, and “likely” (>66% probability) that there will be an increase in droughts and more intense tropical storms. Id. at 10, 51, 72.
188. Id. at 4–5; Verheul, supra note 134, at 168.
190. Verheul, supra note 134, at 168–69; see also Overview of Greenhouse Gases: Methane Emissions, U.S. ENVTL. PROTECTION AGENCY, https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/overview-greenhouse-gases (last visited Nov. 15, 2018) (“Methane emissions in the United States decreased by 16 percent between 1990 and 2016. During this time period, emissions increased from sources associated with agricultural activities, while emissions decreased...
of cattle in small spaces.\textsuperscript{191} Because cattle in CAFO are fed corn rather than grass, their waste cannot be used as a natural fertilizer.\textsuperscript{192} Thus, their waste has no use and is stored in a holding area or "waste lagoon."\textsuperscript{193} The waste sits and ferments in these lagoons for extended periods of time causing large increases of methane emissions: "Since 1990, the methane emitted from lagoons has increased nearly 31 percent."\textsuperscript{194} In contrast, small family farms are more self-sustaining. They typically feed their cattle grass and use the waste as a fertilizer for other fields, limiting methane emissions.\textsuperscript{195}

Farming’s dependence on fossil fuels continues to increase due to government policies that support a shift from human energy to fossil fuel energy. The United States’ current industrial farming policies, incentivizing output over quality, “are almost entirely fossil fuel dependent.”\textsuperscript{196} As the food policy expert Michael Pollan famously stated, “when we eat from the industrial-food system, we are eating oil.”\textsuperscript{197}

A snapshot view of industrial agriculture... easily supports that view: (1) nitrogen fertilizers, “the backbone of high-yield industrial agriculture,” are synthesized from natural gas and consume approximately 30% of the energy used in U.S. agriculture; (2) gasoline or diesel powered tractors till the land and spread seeds; (3) electricity is constantly used to power irrigation pumps and laser-guided farm equipment; (4) gasoline or diesel powered combines collect the crops during harvest; (5) the crops are driven, usually by diesel powered trucks, to a feedlot or processing plant across the country; (6) the processing plant uses large amounts of electricity to turn the crops into a television dinner or snack food;
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and (7) diesel powered trucks drive the food items to their final destinations.\textsuperscript{198}

Consequently, industrial agriculture accounts for about 20\% of U.S. fossil fuel consumption but only 6\% of national gross domestic product.\textsuperscript{199} Small family farms do contribute to fossil fuel use in the same way as large corporate farms. Nevertheless, even when scaling for size, small farms use fewer fertilizers, less electricity for water needs, and less gas for transportation because their environmentally friendly farming practices require less.

Small family farms are the more responsible choice when looking at climate change contribution. Government subsidies incentivizing corporate farms and protecting them in disasters may actually be counterproductive because of the increased risk they pose to climate change. In contrast, increased federal disaster aid to small family farms would ensure more sustainable food production practices.

3. Future disaster mitigation

Small farms do more to mitigate future disaster risk, and legislation should strive to support these practices. Farming is dependent upon nature, yet farming is also a key contributor to environmental harm. Some of the sustainable farming practices small farms utilize limit future disaster risks. This is true from small disasters to the catastrophic. Two examples of disasters provide context for understanding why federal aid supporting small farms in disasters can mitigate future disaster risk.

Industrial farming contributes to and causes flooding disasters in a way that small farming techniques do not. In July 2017, the National Weather Service issued flood warnings for south-central, southeast, and east-central Wisconsin.\textsuperscript{200} Storm damage eventually
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caused about $8.3 million in infrastructure costs. In an area already susceptible to flooding, industrial farming has increased the risk and harm from flooding. To support CAFO, between 1987 and 2007 approximately 84% of agricultural land in Wisconsin switched from alfalfa and other grasses to row crops like corn and soybeans. Predominantly grown by Wisconsin industrial farms, these commodity crops “provide less groundcover in the winter months and increase runoff from fields in the spring months.”

Even though the land remains in use as “green space,” the change in usage increases flooding occurrences and damage costs in this region. Future flood risk in the area led the USDA to create a floodplain easement program that restricts certain plots of agricultural land from being used for commodity crops. Small farms naturally mitigate these disasters because they use groundcover and crop rotation, which increase absorption and limit massive runoff during heavy rains.

Industrial farming also contributes to catastrophic natural disasters from which recovery may not be possible. Dead zones are oxygen-depleted water areas that kill marine life and decrease fish reproduction in surrounding areas. In nature, dead zones occur infrequently and on a small scale. But fertilizer-contaminated runoff from industrial farms has made this a natural disaster experts fear could lead to widespread fish shortages and cause the whole fishing industry to suffer. In 2017, the largest U.S. dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico grew to match New Jersey in size, and studies conclusively linked the growth to industrial farm fertilizer
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runoff.\textsuperscript{206} Small farmers protect their soil through crop rotation and groundcover rather than depleting and rebuilding artificially through fertilizers. This means there is less erosion, water runoff, and fertilizer pollution.

Harm from disasters is better mitigated by small family farm practices than industrial farms. Even if the harm seems unlikely, disaster mitigation is about planning for the low-probability, high-consequence disasters that often do not merit attention. But these harms should merit attention due to potential severe consequences. Industrial farms engage in many activities that show potential for severe consequences. Current federal crop insurance subsidies condone these practices. By providing greater support to small farms, the government also mitigates against future disasters.

IV. POSSIBLE LEGISLATIVE FIXES

Incremental changes to current legislation can provide small farms more protection in disasters. Suggestions include caps on payouts, graduated subsidies and increased coverage for additional crops, and subsidies for sustainable farming techniques. Not only will these changes help small farms in disasters but also mitigate many previously mentioned risk factors.

A. Payment Caps

Payment caps on federal crop insurance payouts limit taxpayer costs, protect small farms from monopolies, help rural communities remain viable, and protect green space. Federal crop insurance determines payouts based on prior years’ revenue and anticipated income from current planting. Under this system, industrial farms stand to receive large payouts. Further, crop insurance provides revenue protection payouts even when farms receive income if the income is below anticipated insured levels.\textsuperscript{207} This incentivizes industrial farms to insure to the maximum amount, taking


advantage of the subsidized premiums and benefiting doubly at taxpayers’ expense, thus externalizing costs. Limiting payouts leads corporate farms to formally assess risk and purchase crop insurance as needed rather than unnecessarily purchasing as an opportunity for double income.

Creating payment caps limits federal promulgation of large farms, allows that money to be allocated to other subsidies, and gives small farms room to exist in the market. Without payment caps, large payments are going to the farms that are already significantly better off. Indeed, under this system large farms can continue to expand and monopolize the market. Rather than contributing to a market monopoly, caps would somewhat equalize the system. While large farms will continue to have more income, payment caps protect from a windfall, allowing them to maintain status quo while limiting consolidation.

Less consolidation results in two major benefits. Small farms can remain to support rural communities, providing jobs, preserving a cultural connection to the land, and helping ensure small farming techniques endure within the community. Moreover, less consolidation provides better green space. Techniques used on small farms limit water and fertilizer runoff problems, thus protecting the environment and mitigating the risk of future disasters.

B. Graduated Subsidies and Increased Crop Coverage

Crop insurance with graduated subsidies based on the income and equity of the farm would provide a way to increase subsidies for small farmers and cover additional crops. The current flat subsidy of 62% is applied equally to million-dollar farming corporations and small farmers with $10,000 a year in income. Proponents for the current system hold that it is “fair” for crop
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insurance to be “size neutral.” But many argue that the lack of adjustment in subsidies is a significant loophole that should be addressed.

If the government is in the business of insurance, it should attempt to be more economically viable by implementing financially responsible methods. Most private insurance programs adjust rates based on risk, income, equity, and other factors. Risk can continue to be evaluated by region, and possible payout amount, and then can be incorporated into the subsidy rate. Small farms, which incur a small payout and create small risks for insurance companies when compared with large corporate farms, would qualify for lower insurance rates. Equalizing insurance payments to reflect the possible risk is a better approach to protect small farms. By giving large farms smaller subsidies, smaller farms can benefit from larger subsidies, and the cost remains the same to taxpayers.

Limiting subsidies to industrial farms also allows federal crop insurance to provide subsidies for additional “specialty crops.” Currently, “[f]armers [receiving subsidies] are not completely free to plant what they want. In general, producers seeking subsidies for ‘covered commodities’ may not plant fruits or vegetables on base acres.” Subsidies for specialty crops, such as fruits and vegetables, would allow greater access to crop insurance for small farmers. Moreover, this would provide more security to vulnerable groups who farm these crops in greater numbers. Industrial farms could also use these subsidies to diversify and rotate crops, thus improving soil quality. Finally, the public would benefit from
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greater access to a variety of healthy foods and reduced health-care costs.\textsuperscript{214}

\textbf{C. Subsidies for Sustainable Techniques}

Providing greater subsidies for sustainable techniques rewards small farms for healthy farming methods, incentivizes industrial farms to implement better practices, and protects from environmental concerns. The only conservation technique currently linked to federal crop insurance subsidies is when farmers leave a field fallow.\textsuperscript{215} While this practice does give the soil a chance to rest, it also increases erosion when not coupled with groundcover or other revitalizing techniques. Small farmers who “cultivate their lands using sustainable agricultural methods solely for the protection of the ecological cycle that is vital to producing a high quality, nutritional crop . . . typically receive no federal funding despite their sustainable practices because [federal] . . . conservation programs are targeted primarily towards mega farms.”\textsuperscript{216} For conservation efforts to be successful, Congress should link insurance payment subsidies to farming practices.\textsuperscript{217} This would force farmers to face the actual costs of negative farming techniques and reward sustainable techniques, many already embraced by small farmers.\textsuperscript{218}

\textbf{V. CONCLUSION}

Small farms are a vital part of the U.S. economy yet are unprotected in disasters and left to suffer disproportionately more loss. Greater federal protection through the Federal Crop Insurance
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Program would allow small farms to remain viable entities and, in doing so, protect rural communities, vulnerable populations, and environmental health. This subset of farms represents the “cornerstone of our agricultural and rural economy”\textsuperscript{219} and deserves a federal safety net for when disaster strikes.
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